A function F(p), p = <r+ioe, belongs to class H+, if it is holomorphic in the half plane Re p>0, and if it is bounded by a polynomial uniformly in every half plane Rep^<r>Q. The significance of the H+ class is due to an important theorem of L. Schwartz The purpose of this note is to extend the classical result to the H+ class by proving the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. F(p)EH+ can be factored as F(p)=p k B(p)S(p)g(p) (where k is some nonnegative integer, B(p) is a convergent Blaschke product formed with the zeros of F(p), S(p) is singular, g(p) is nonzero and in H + , and g(p) has a D f Ll boundary value taken in the S' topology as a->0), if and only if F(p) has S' boundary values as a-»0.
PROOF. Let F(p)EH+ tend to F U £S' as <r->0. Then, for sufficiently large m, F(p) =p m f(p) and f(p)-> s y w GD' L2 (cf. [3] ). Now let /n(co) be the regularizations of ƒ"; then the inverse Fourier transforms §-%=ƒ,»G£2(0, 00), since / n G^2. Moreover (Paley-Wiener), the NI2 f n for some other fixed j, N, where f n are now uniformly bounded on the axis. From these facts we find that if <££5 (smooth functions of rapid decay at infinity), the integral of g n with $, on the boundary, is bounded in n f since g n =fnK 1 . Thus {g n } is bounded in the S' topology, and we can extract yet another sequence, again denoted by subscript n, which converges in the strong 5' topology to some distribution g (note that 5' is a Montel space). Since | n G^2(0, <»), it follows that gGSY\D' + . Moreover, e~p t is a bounded set in 5 for pEK, K compact, and £>0; therefore, the Laplace transforms g n (p), or outer factors oi f n (p), converge to go(p), the transform of g, uniformly in each compact subset of Re p>0. 
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It is worthwhile noting that the logarithm of the outer factor p r g(p) exists, and is uniquely determined by the magnitudes of the f n on the boundary, since log p r g{p) are uniquely determined by log |/.(«) I.
